We propose a way to automatically improve the annotation of verbal complex predicates in PropBank which until now has been treating language mostly in a compositional manner. In order to minimize the manual re-annotation effort, we build on the recently introduced concept of aliasing complex predicates to existing PropBank rolesets which encompass the same meaning and argument structure. We suggest to find aliases automatically by applying a multilingual distributional model that uses the translations of simple and complex predicates as features. Furthermore, we set up an annotation effort to obtain a frequency balanced, realistic test set for this task. Our method reaches an accuracy of 44% on this test set and 72% for the more frequent test items in a lenient evaluation, which is not far from the upper bounds from human annotation.
Introduction
Semantic Role Labeling (SRL) aims at determining 'who' did 'what' to 'whom' in sentences by identifying and associating predicates with their semantic arguments. This information is useful for many downstream applications, for example for question answering (Shen, 2007) . The PropBank corpus (PB) (Palmer et al., 2005 ) is one of the most widely used resources for training SRL systems. It provides senses of (mostly verbal) predicates with their typical semantic arguments annotated in a corpus and accompanied by a lexical resource. The sense of a predicate is referred to as a 'roleset' because it lists all required and possible semantic roles for the predicate used in a specific sense.
The 12K rolesets in PB describe mostly single word predicates, to a great part leaving aside multiword expressions (MWEs). Complex predicates (CPs), 'predicates which are multi-headed: they are composed of more than one grammatical element' (Ramisch, 2012) , are most relevant in the context of SRL. Light verb constructions (LVCs), e.g. take care, and verb particle constructions (VPCs), e.g. watch out, are the most frequently occurring types of CPs. As Bonial et al. (2014) stated 'PB has previously treated language as if it were purely compositional, and has therefore lumped the majority of MWEs in with lexical verb usages'. For example the predicates in the CPs take a hard line, take time and many others are all annotated with a sense of take, meaning acquire, come to have, chose, bring with you from somewhere. This results in a loss of semantic information in the PB annotations. This is especially critical because CPs are a frequent phenomenon. The Wiki50 corpus (Vincze et al., 2011) , which provides a full coverage MWE annotation, counts 814 occurrences of LVCs and VPCs in 4350 sentences. This makes for one CP in every fifth sentence.
Recently, Bonial et al. (2014) have introduced an approach to improve the handling of MWEs in PB while keeping annotation costs low. The process is called aliasing. Instead of creating new frames for CPs, human annotators map them to existing PB rolesets which encompass the same semantic and argument structure. For example, the CP give (a) talk could be mapped to the alias lecture.01. While this method significantly reduces the effort to create new rolesets, the time consuming manual mapping is still required. To address this problem, our work extends this approach by proposing a method to find the aliases automatically.
One way to find the most suitable alias roleset for a given CP is to group predicates by their rolesets assigned by an automatic SRL system and compute the most similar roleset group by searching for (near-) synonymous predicates of the CP. The roleset of the most similar roleset group is selected as alias for the CP.
Finding synonyms, both single-word and multiword, from corpora has been done successfully with the multilingual variant of the distributional hypothesis (Van der Plas and Tiedemann, 2006; Van der Plas et al., 2011) . The idea behind this approach is that words or MWEs that share many translations are probably synonymous. We use the word alignments in a parallel corpus to find the translations of CPs and single predicates. The predicates are automatically annotated with rolesets by an SRL system. This allows us to compute the most suitable roleset for a given CP fully automatically.
Our contributions are as follows: To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first to address the handling of CPs for SRL in an automatic way. We are thus able to scale up previous work that relies on manual intervention. In addition, we set up an annotation effort to gather a frequency-balanced, data-driven evaluation set that is larger and more diverse than the annotated set provided by Bonial et al. (2014) .
Representing CPs for SRL
Previous work on representing CPs for SRL has mostly focused on PB. The currently available version of the PB corpus represents most CPs as if they were lexical usages of the verb involved in the predicate. Figure 1 shows an example for the annotation of the LVC take care in PB. 1 The CP is split up into its two components that are each assigned their own roleset. This annotation ignores the semantic unity of the CP and is unable to capture its single meaning of being concerned with or caring for something. 1 We show an excerpt of the original sentence found in the currently available version of PB (Proposition Bank I). Figure 2: Improved representation of the CP take care adopted from (Hwang et al., 2010; Duran et al., 2011) In contrast to this, Hwang et al. (2010) suggest a new annotation scheme for LVCs that assigns the argument structure of the LVC independently from the argument structure of its components. First, the arguments of the light verb and true predicate are annotated with roles regarding their relationship to the combination of the light verb and true predicate. Then, the light verb and predicate lemmas are joined into a single predicate. The result of this process is shown in Figure 2 . Duran et al. (2011) discuss the analysis of Brazilian Portuguese CPs. Similarly to Hwang et al. (2010) they argue that CPs should be treated as single predicates, not only for LVCs but for all CPs. They automatically extract CP candidates from a corpus and represent, if possible, the meaning of the CPs with one or more single-verb paraphrases. Atkins et al. (2003) describe a way in which LVCs can be annotated in FrameNet (Baker et al., 1998) , a framework that describes the semantic argument structure of predicates with semantic roles specific to the meaning of the predicate. In contrast to the proposals for PB by Hwang et al. (2010) and Duran et al. (2011) , they suggest to annotate the light verb and its counterpart separately.
The aliasing process introduced by Bonial et al. (2014) tries to extend the coverage of PB for CPs while keeping the number of rolesets that should be newly created to a minimum. Bonial et al. (2014) conducted a pilot study re-annotating 138 CPs involving the verb take. As a first step, the annotators determined the meaning(s) of the CP by looking at their usage in corpora. If they found that the CP is already adequately represented by the existing rolesets for take, no further action was needed (18/138). Otherwise, they were instructed to propose as alias an existing PB entry that encompasses the same semantics and argument structure as the CP (100/138). If unable to find an alias, they could suggest to create a new roleset for this CP (20/138). Expressions for which the annotators were unable to determine the meaning were marked as idiomatic expressions that need further treatment (4/138). 2 According to this process, take care could be aliased to the existing PB roleset care.01 whose entry is shown in Figure 3 . This alias replaces (take+care).01 shown in Figure 2 and thus avoids the creation of a new roleset.
Roleset id: care.01, to be concerned Arg0: carer, agent Arg1: thing cared for/about Encouraged by the high proportion of CPs that could successfully be aliased in the pilot study by Bonial et al. (2014) , we created a method to automatically find aliases for CPs in order to decrease the amount of human intervention, thereby scaling up the coverage of CPs in PB.
Method
The task of finding aliases for CPs automatically is related to finding (near-) synonymous predicates and their accompanying roleset for the CPs. To find the near-synonyms, we apply the distributional hypothesis which states that we can assess the similarity of expressions by looking at their contexts (Firth, 1957) . As previous work (Van der Plas and Tiedemann, 2006) has shown that multilingual contexts work better for synonym acquisition than monolingual syntactic contexts, we use the translations of the CPs and other predicates to all 20 languages available via the word alignments in a multilingual parallel corpus as context. Figure 4 shows an overview of the architecture of our system. First, we extract the CPs and all predicates that share a PB roleset (PB roleset groups) from the parallel corpus. For example, all verbs that were assigned to the roleset care.01 by the SRL system belong to the PB roleset group of care.01. The CPs stem from the gold standard MWE annotation in the Wiki50 corpus (Vincze et al., 2011) . We parsed this corpus to obtain lemmas, POS and syntactic dependencies and extracted this information for all VPCs and LVCs annotated in the corpus. 3 Figure 5 shows the two patterns we identified that the majority of the CPs followed. 4 We used these two patterns to search for occurrences of the CPs in Europarl. Next, we build a co-occurrence matrix containing as head terms the CP and all PB roleset groups found in the parallel corpus. Figure 6 shows a toy example of such a matrix for the CP take care. The head words are listed in the rows, the translations (i.e. features) in the columns. Note that in contrast to previous work on distributional semantics we include PB roleset groups as head words. These contain several distinct verbal predicates but they share the same sense. Consequently, polysemous verbs are found in several distinct PB roleset groups.
ter cuidado (es) Finally, we measure the similarity between CPs and roleset groups using the cosine similarity because it worked best in previous experiments for finding synonyms ( Van der Plas, 2008) . This results in a similarity ranking of PB roleset groups for each CP, from which we select the roleset with the highest cosine value as alias.
Experiments

Tools and Data
We processed the English section of the Europarl corpus (Koehn, 2005) (about 2 million sentences) with the MATE tools (Björkelund et al., 2010 ) to obtain lemmas, part-of-speech (POS) tags, dependency structures and semantic role labels. These annotations are used to find occurrences of the CPs and words assigned with PB rolesets in the English part. The word alignments produced with the grow-diagfinal-and-heuristics (Koehn et al., 2003) provided by the OPUS project (Tiedemann, 2012) are then used to find their alignments to all other 20 languages in the corpus and exploited as features in the distributional model.
Evaluation Framework
Human Annotation. In order to evaluate our system, we set up an annotation effort loosely following the guidelines provided by Bonial et al. (2014) . We selected 50 LVCs and 50 VPCs from the Wiki50 corpus (Vincze et al., 2011) divided equally over two frequency groups: Half of the expressions occur only once in the Wiki50 corpus (low-frequency subgroup) and the other half occur at least twice (high-frequency subgroup). All occurrences of these 100 CP types in the corpus were selected to account for the polysemy of CPs. Different instances of the same CP could get assigned to different aliases. This resulted in a total of 197 annotated instances.
Four annotators were presented with the CP in their original sentence context and were asked to propose one or several PB aliases which encompass the same meaning and argument structure. One annotator (A, one of the authors of this article) labeled the whole set of 100 expressions. The three other annotators (B,C,D) each labeled one third of the expressions assigned randomly, so that every expression was annotated by two annotators.
First, they were asked to decide if there is already an appropriate PB roleset for the CP and then provide it. The annotators were requested to divide these cases into semantically compositional CPs (e.g. obtain permission with the roleset obtain.01) and uncompositional CPs for which PB already provides a multi-word predicate (e.g. open.03 for open up). For the remaining CPs, they were asked to suggest PB rolesets (aliases) that share the same semantics and argument structure as the CP.
The simple inter-annotator agreement 5 was 67% for annotator A%B, 51% for A&C and 44% for A&D. These agreement figures are higher than the figures in Bonial et al. (2014) , and actual agreement is probably even higher, because synonymous rolesets are regarded as disagreements. Annotator A discussed the annotations with the other annotators and they were able to reach a consensus that resulted in a final agreed-upon test set. Table 1 shows the final decisions with respect to the complete set of 197 expressions. In line with the results from Bonial et al. (2014) who aliased 100 out of 138 uncompositional take MWEs, we were also able to alias most of the CPs in our annotation set.
The final Wiki50 set consists of 154 7 instances of CPs from the categories 'aliased' and 'multi-word PB predicate' (low-frequency: 34, high-frequency: 120). The latter were included because the predicted roleset of the SRL only coincides with the gold standard for 23 out of 60 instances. This means that for the majority of the CPs, even if an adequate PB roleset exists, this roleset was not selected by the SRL system. We hope to also improve these cases with our method. All CPs were labeled with one to four appropriate PB alias rolesets. In addition, we evaluated our system on the dataset from Bonial et al. (2014) , restricted to the type of CP our system handles (LVCs and VPCs) and verb aliases (as opposed to aliases being a noun or adjective roleset). We used 70 of the 100 MWEs from their annotations.
Evaluation Measures and Baseline. We report the accuracy of our system's predictions as compared to the gold standard. For the STRICT AC-CURACY, an alias is counted as correct if it corresponds exactly to one of the gold aliases. This evaluation is very rigid and regards synonymous rolesets as incorrect. Thus, we also compute a more LE-NIENT ACCURACY, which counts an alias as correct if it belongs to the same VerbNet (Kipper-Schuler, 2006 ) verb class as the gold alias. VerbNet (VN) is a hierarchically organized lexicon of English verbs. It consists of syntactically and semantically coherent verb classes, which are extensions of the classes proposed by Levin (1993) . For the PB-VN mappings, we rely on the resource provided by the SemLink project 8 (Loper et al., 2007) and use the mostspecific (deepest) layer of the verb classes. Since the mapping provided in SemLink is not complete (only 58% of the rolesets found in PB have a mapping to a corresponding VN class), we discard rolesets that are not found in SemLink, unless they are correct 8 http://verbs.colorado.edu/semlink/ according to the gold standard in the first place.
We compared our system with a baseline system that distinguishes between VPCs and LVCs. For VPCs, it checks whether there exists a PB multiword predicate for the expression and selects the first roleset of that predicate (e.g. there exists a predicate called open up (open.03) for the VPC 'open up'). For LVCs, it checks whether the noun has a corresponding verb predicate in PB and selects the first roleset of this predicate (e.g. walk.01 for take a walk). Note that this is an informed baseline that is very hard to beat and only fails in case of lack in coverage.
Results and Discussion
We evaluated our approach on the 160 CPs annotated in the course of this work (Wiki50 set), as well as on the 70 take CPs from Bonial et al. (2014) (take set) and compare our results to the baseline. Table 2 shows percentage coverage, accuracy and the harmonic mean of coverage and accuracy for our system and the baseline. We report results on the two evaluation sets in the strict and lenient evaluation.
The first five rows of Table 2 show the results for the Wiki50 set and its subsets. We see that our system scores 44.1 accuracy on the whole test set in the strict evaluation and 69.0 in the lenient evaluation. These numbers seem quite low, but they are not that far apart from the micro averaged IAA from our annotation effort (53%). Our system outperforms the baseline with very high coverage numbers. It beats the baseline in terms of the harmonic mean for all subsets except the multiword PB predicate subset. This is not surprising as the test items in this subset have a corresponding multiword PB predicate and all the baseline has to do is select the right sense. The high performance of the baseline on the multiword PB predicates leads to the high accuracy numbers for the baseline in all (sub-)sets except from the alias subset, which contains the expressions for which a true alias was provided. Our system beats the baseline in terms of strict accuracy for the alias subset. This is good news because the actual task is to find new aliases for CPs that are not covered in PB. The performance on the low-frequency subset is lower than on the high-frequency subset, as expected for a distributional method. The results on the take set are shown in the last row of Table 2 . Compared to the Wiki50 set, they are substantially lower. We would like to stress that the take set is far from what we expect to find in an actual corpus. This set comprises only CPs that contain the word take. Many test items have been extracted from WordNet and possibly have a very low frequency in a general corpus. This is reflected in the coverage number, which shows the proportion of CPs for which our system was able to suggest at least one alias: It is above 94% for all Wiki50 (sub)sets, but only 67% for the take set. We constructed the Wiki50 set to allow us to get a better estimate of how our method would fare in a natural setting.
Error analysis
We examined all expressions from the full Wiki50 set for which the top ranked predicted alias was incorrect. Due to space limitations we only mention the main reasons for errors we identified. First of all, the limited language domain of the Europarl corpus caused a low frequency of some rolesets selected as gold alias, like fuse.01 ('melt into lump') for the VPC melt down. This problem could be solved by adding more parallel data from different domains.
Another source of errors is the fact that our approach requires the output of an SRL system which, in turn, we want to improve. For 45 out of 160 CPs our system suggested the roleset as alias that was assigned to the verb by the SRL system, e.g. leave.02 for leave for. But the automatically attributed roleset is only correct in 21 cases, which means that we reproduced the errors of the SRL in 24 cases.
Some LVCs keep their light verb structure in other languages, i.e. they receive multi-word translations. This diminishes the overlap of translations between the LVC and the PB roleset groups. PB rolesets are assigned to simplex verbs and therefore predominantly receive simplex translations. As more frequent rolesets have more diverse translations that contain more MWEs, these are promoted as aliases. Applying frequency weights to the roleset matrix could remedy this problem.
Lastly, our system adheres to the most frequent sense baseline due to lack of word sense disambiguation of the CPs and assigns the alias that fits the most dominant sense of the CP in the corpus.
Conclusions
We have presented an approach to handle CPs in SRL that extends on work from Bonial et al. (2014) . We automatically link VPCs and LVCs to the PB roleset that best describes their meaning, by relying on word alignments in parallel corpora and distributional methods. We set up an annotation effort to gather a frequency-balanced, contextualized evaluation set that is more natural, varied and larger than the pilot annotations provided by Bonial et al. (2014) . Our method can be used to alleviate the manual annotation effort by providing a correct alias in 44% of the cases (up to 72% for the more frequent test items when taking synonymous rolesets into account). These results are not too far from the upper bounds we calculate from human annotations.
In future work, we would like to improve our method by incorporating the methods discussed in the error analysis section. Additionally, we plan to evaluate the impact of the new CP representation on downstream applications by retraining an SRL system on the new annotations.
